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ACI announces ASQ award best airport
winners

Airports Council International (ACI) World has announced this year’s Airport Service Quality (ASQ)
Awards, for which the best airports are selected by travelers. As with 2020, questions asked of
travelers in 2021 included those concerning health and hygiene, given the ongoing pandemic.

With data collected through more than 370,000 surveys, 110 awards have been won by 87 individual
airports around the world. This was the second year ACI World partnered with global travel technology
company Amadeus to deliver the ASQ Awards, which will be celebrated at an awards ceremony in
September, at the ASQ Forum & ACI Customer Experience Global Summit

“After a second year of the pandemic, this year’s Airport Service Quality (ASQ) Award winners are
especially reflective of customer experience leadership during the most challenging time in our
sector’s history,” ACI World Director General Luis Felipe de Oliveira said. “We are exceedingly proud
of their stellar leadership in delivering the very best customer experience.

“The basis of the ASQ surveys and the entire suite of solutions is continual learning and improvement
to reach sustainable customer experience excellence. As the industry recovers, continuing to listen
and adapt to travellers will be absolutely crucial to strengthening airports’ competitive advantage,
non-aeronautical revenue, and ensuring the sustained recovery of the entire aviation ecosystem.”

Elena Avila, EVP Airport IT & Airline Operations, Amadeus said: “There has never been a more
important time for our industry to place the needs of passengers at the heart of everything we do.
The ASQ Awards recognize airports that continue to make this crucial commitment despite the
challenges our industry faces. We at Amadeus believe the passenger experience can be further
transformed in the coming years through even closer airline and airport collaboration, underpinned by
modern technologies like data analytics, common cloud infrastructure and biometrics.”

Results can be found here

https://aci.aero/programs-and-services/asq/asq-awards-and-recognition/?_cldee=d2VuZHlAZHV0eWZyZWVtYWdhemluZS5jYQ%3d%3d&recipientid=contact-4c81f0a40166e411b4900050569c00a7-d0e8a195ff8f4e5ea47ef5c00fa41260&esid=f42ec6d7-249f-ec11-b400-000d3af36cc4

